Upon request, all of our sushi can be prepared with brown rice, rice or nori paper without any additional cost.
KARAAGE CHICKEN

SPICY SHRIMP
Soy sauce, apricot sauce, nori, spicy light mayo, crispy sticky rice, seaweed, sesame.

RAMEN SOUPS
Served with fresh Ramen noodles, egg (½), green onion, bean sprouts, nori, Japanese spices and your choice of protein.

CHOICE OF SOUP:
- Miso (4.95)
- Tonkotsu (4.95)
- Spicy (4.95)

Our SUSHI PIZZA are prepared with unique ingredients on a crispy rice and cheese crust. Served with spicy light mayo, Japanese mayo, spicy light mayo, crispy sticky rice mixed with our poke sauce and your choice of protein.

CHOICE OF PROTEIN:
- Tuna
- Shrimp
- Lobster
- Salmon

SUSHI BURRITO
Served with spicy light mayo, egg, seaweed or Yin Yang sauce.

TUNA
- Tuna, avocado, carrot, cucumber, rice, crispy wonton, teriyaki bomb, spicy light mayo, Japanese mayo, seaweed, crispy seaweed salad.

SPICY TUNA & MANGO
- Spicy tuna, avocado, carrot, mango, jalapeño, crispy sticky rice, seaweed.

POKE BOMB
- Grilled chicken, green onion, rice with orange masago, cream cheese, seaweed, spicy sauce, spicy light mayo, crispy sauce, crispy rice.

CHOCOLATE BANANA BOMB
- A special banana dessert with chocolate in a crispy coating. Served with chocolate or maple fudge sauce.

DESSERTS
- Chocolate Banana Bomb
- Ice Cream

SPICY SHRIMP
Soy sauce, apricot sauce, nori, spicy light mayo, crispy sticky rice, seaweed, sesame.

GIFT BOX
Our box is decorated with all-plastic packaging by any is a same order of 10 pcs or more.

ONLINE ORDERING
Order your Sushi Shop favorites with BonApp or Ritual for delivery and with Skip the Dishes or Uber Eats for delivery. Please visit www.sushishop.com to locate serving stores.

NAME / TEL.